Rust Repair - Fixing a Fender
There is a correct way to repair
rusted sheetmetal. It starts with
completely cutting out the rust.
This is common knowledge and
accepted as true, but what most
restorers do wrong is insert a patch
panel that is not cut to fit. The
back side of the new welded-in
sheetmetal forms a flange that
collects both dirt and water, starting
the rusting process all over again.
This technique may look like a
job strictly for professionals, one
which requires more skill than a
simple patch panel repair, but our
aim is to show readers the very best
restoration techniques, and then bet
that they can do it the right way,
just like the professionals.

Short optional Customer Survey

About the Sites Convenience
1. Did you have any difficulty downloading or viewing our booklets?
Yes
No if So, Why:
2. Was Restoreityourself.com easy to navigate?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
3. Was our sample enough information for you to purchase it?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
About This booklet
4. Is our product priced fairly?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
5. Do you feel our booklet will help you with your project?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
About Tools
6. Would you buy your tools on-line and have them delivered to your Home or
Business?
Yes
No If Not, why?
About You & your Vehicle
7. Will you be doing the work yourself or will you have a shop do the work for you?
Myself
Shop
8. What is your age group?
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
9. What Vehicle/s do you own?
10. What Vehicle/s are you working on or having worked on?
In General
11. How do you feel about On-line shopping?
Comfortable
Uncomfortable but still do it
Not comfortable at all
12. Are you interested in becoming a member at restoreityourself.com for substantial savings?
Yes
No
13. Have you seen other sites providing Auto-Restoration booklets?
Yes
No if yes, Where:
14. Will you be a frequent visitor at restoreityourself.com?
Yes
No
Don't know
Please enter your email address if you would like us to contact you about the results of your
survey:
For any additional comments please type them in below:

Submit
(You must be online in order to submit this Form)

